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Opportunity: 
AnyLogic North America, LLC is looking to expand our team in Chicago, IL. 
We are seeking aa Simulation Modeling Consultant to join our dynamic team. 
 
Role and Responsibility: 
Provide your expertise as an AnyLogic Software modeler managing and executing consulting engagements with our customers.  
Leverage your industry and technical experience when applying AnyLogic Software solutions to solve a vast array of client business 
needs and supporting our sales activities in North America.   
 
Accountabilities: 

 Works with Sales and our Solutions Architect to quickly identify client needs and develop effective yet creative solutions 
with AnyLogic software while managing expectations. 

 Interpret customer and system requirements to construct models, simulations and optimizations experiments using 
AnyLogic software  

 Follow an engagement from conception to completion (typical projects duration 4 to 6 weeks) 

 Manage multiple engagements (3 or 4) at any time while enjoying the diversity of our client base. 

 Participate proactively in meetings with customers and internal team members 
 

Qualifications: 

 MA degree in Industrial Engineering, Operations Research, Statistics, or equivalent.  PhD preferred. 

 2+ years Modeling and Simulation experience with industry software. 

 2+ years Consulting Experience is a plus 

 Excellent project management and analytical skills 

 Outstanding written and oral communication skills including presentation of study results to customers and clients 

 Ability to work in a fast-paced and highly independent environment. 

 Ability to handle different types of tasks and make quick decisions. 

 Up to 40% Travel required 

Technical Requirements:  

 Intimate knowledge of creating, managing, analyzing, and delivering simulation studies. 

 2+ years Modeling and Simulation experience with AnyLogic software a MUST. 

 MUST be proficient in Java 

 Advanced data analysis abilities, including but not limited to multiple and logistic regression, forecasting (time-series and 

factor-based), distribution fitting, ANOVA/ANCOVA, data mining, and various DOE methodologies a plus. 

 Requirements Elicitation, input data collection and Analysis 

 Detailed Model Building, Model Validation, Scenario Creation and Interpretation 

 Technical Documentation Writing 

Salary Range: 
Negotiable depending on Experience 
 
To Apply: 
Submit your resume to John Yedinak – Managing Director, AnyLogic North America via jyedinak@anylogic.com 
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This is your opportunity to work with the most influential organizations in the world, for the most innovative Simulation and 
Modeling Company in the world. Your AnyLogic model building talent will be imperative to finding solutions for our extraordinary list 
of globally recognized clients.  
 
AnyLogic has set the trend through multimethod modeling, and our team is like our software, flexible, complex, and dynamic with 
continuously increasing capabilities. Of course, you will share your expertise and leverage your technical experience, but an AnyLogic 
Consultant/Modeler will also adapt to working under pressure in a faced paced environment.  
 
We are profitable, growing and committed to adding rock-stars to our Downtown Chicago office! Bring the ambition and passion it 
takes to be a significant part of a team full of personality.  
 
AnyLogic North America, LLC along with AnyLogic Software maintains global headquarters in Chicago, IL USA with Consulting, Sales 
and Marketing professionals.  Founded in 1992, the AnyLogic team that design, develop and market AnyLogic Software - the first and 
only tool that brings together System Dynamics, Process-centric (Discrete Event), and Agent Based methods within one modeling 
language and one model development environment have been the leading provider of dynamic simulation tools, technologies and 
consulting services for business applications. The language of AnyLogic has unmatched flexibility enabling modelers to capture the 
complexity of business, economy and social systems at any level of detail to gain deeper insight into interdependent processes inside 
and around an organization.  
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